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TOWARDS TRISUL 

ending with a long tramp underneath the Griinhorner down to the 
icefall of the Ewigschneefeld. It was in. t4e last days of O.cto her, and a 
very sporting affair. One of his last winter climbs before the Mittellegi 
traverse was a Jungfrau ascent in the-first days of February, 1924, iri 
most vile conditions of cold and tempestuous wind. I think the 
thermometer showed . 20° c. on the summit. 

Now I believe Amatter finds. ~uch of the pleasure of life in reading · 
and sitting out on his terrace lookjng around with his telescope, if 
anybody is going up his Mittellegi. When he looks -~round at the other 
Oberland peaks, he can see nothing he has not done, he can think 
beyond into district after district and cannot think of . much that he 
hasn't done anywh.ere. I do wonder if he found someone to .do Les 

. Droites with him. - . 
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BY C. W. F. NOYCE 

- ' 

o write any account of the Himalaya is to flou_rish at the grotesque. 
The thing. will not be put on paper, hard as the ·urge is ; a diffi
culty felt often starkly in the Alp.s, here with a gigantic. absurdity. 

Hungrily one tries to impre~s deepe~ on ~emory the perfect .tiny .blue 
flower fronting the blue heaven, the. cuckoo~ call, ~he peony arranging 
its cream -delicately to match Nanda Ghunti at setting sun. They are all 
sights and sounds , tl?-at are commonplacec; ·of Garhwal~ but ·to the 

. travefler any description of them must seem an impossible mad 
.daubing .. 

Better for a man to sti~k to facts, if he must write-. They will leave 
the- imagination time and space· to play. And better, perhaps, when one 
is among- the H ~malaya, to .confine on.esel~ to deeds ; not to the lazy 
run of dreams. For if the traveller were to dream here,. without golid 
basis of doing, he might, indeed turn Rip Van Winkle before he came 
back ; . fo"rget with the inhabitants, or never know, that there is war 
at the gates ; sleep through an enchantment of flowers and snow and 
cocks and trees, not realising that there can be ugliness· of life~ For it 
is not here. · · 

' 

.To the facts. I visited Garhwal for a short period, with no ptevious 
knowledge< of. the· Himalaya, and a comp.ani:on wh~ had not climbed. 
Our first asset was se-<;:uring our whole year's leave in one batch, so that 
I had a good month, and David Gould, who had to travel from Karachi, 
over three weeks. Tony Smyth arrived at Ranikhet ·with our 
second asset, two Sherpas from Darjeeling, but himself had unhappily 
to go into hospital wi~h malaria on May 1 s., the day we left, sending the 
Sh·erpas on after us . . Madly we packed .in the dark of evening. Trunks 
had been railway-lost, and_ I still cannot think how they turned up~ 
Himalayan Club equipment was Ut:J.opened from · Calcutta. Some. of . 
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Smyth 's things, some. of ours. We got off, prayerfully, on our ·private 
bus in the early dawn of the 16th, with eight DI?.otiyals provided by 
our third and greatest asset, Mrs. Browne. 8he gave us the help and 
advice without which we could never have left Ranikhet at all, far .less 
one and a half days atter starting .from Delhi. 

The marches Gwaldam-Debal-Lohajang must be commonplace to 
the Himalayan traveller. To us pure wonder: how the Dhotiyals, 
small and ragged and smiling, managed to fix the ungainly parcels . of 
last night's packittg on to the head-band.s ; hoV\r three of the young and 
innocent could be induced by Gould, who did this profes~ionally, to 
forsake mountain. peace and storm at Debal for the Indian Army ; 
how Trisul could shine so :vvhite and near through ragged thunder 
banners seen from Gwaldam. All the rest. _But at Lohajang problems 
pushed in, unavoidable~ Smyth wanted the Sherpas b~ck on the 28th, 
to meet his recovery. Obviously, the further we went the sooner must 
·they return. We wanted to use them as much as possible on ground 
as high as possible. Outside· Wan occurred our first great sttoke of . 
luck, a meeting with the Forest Officer, who told us of the Fprest bun- · 
galow at Bhuna, set on the side of a ridge which leads directly east, in 
gradually steepening contortions, tu joi,n the south ridge ·of Trisul 
itself. · On it were peaks and peaks, unclimbed; unnamed. 

We pushed the porters on to Bhuna that same afternoon. From here 
it was one stage along the ridge, easily, to Bagchor Karak camping 
site_ a mild mountaineering expedition in itself, and for the Dhotiyals, 
through snow in bare feet, a purgatory happily capable of swift con
version into paradise by gifts of potatoes and cigarettes. · B_agchor 
Karak was 12,500 feet. Next day Gould stayed to acclimatise., while 
one Sherpa and I pushed with the small tent on up the ·ridge, to a 
little top I 5,600 ft. high, beyond whi~h was a gap and then the real 
work of Trisul. Useless to try farther that day. We built up stones for 
the tent and ·watche-d_ the peaks. . What we could S06 was o~r ridge 
leading on east to a first p'eak or pyramid. Beyond that one branch 
would continue east to Trisul, another we could see bent north over . . 
what appeared a series of minor rocky knobs, to a jolly peak, 16,586 ft . 
on the niap, Haunting itself bravely · against the mightier background of · 
TrisuL This peak also throws down a ridge to t~e west, parallel to · 
our own and to a higher ridg~ further n<>rth, sprung from Nanda 
Ghunti. But Chananian Sankar's ridge this the jolly peak's name . 
en~s abruptly, allowing the two valley streams to unite and form the 
Nandakganga· river. I thought we might well traverse the pyramid and 
Chananian Sankar, or even carry on as high as we could get, if we were 
so. enticed. Appearances, in the Himalaya, quite invariably deceive. 

We got away before 7 A.M. of a cold morning, with co14 chupattie ·in 
our pockets. In the chupattie controversy, Gould and I found our
selves staunchly ·on the side of General Bruce, both as to taste and 
digestibility. For us they were a staple food all along, hot from the 
D hotiyals' fire or cold in the rucksack, eaten with a potato from the 
·primus in the other hand. The Trisul ridge was tricky from the start ; 
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we had had to des,cend from camp, and were involved in steep glazed 
chimneys, well below it, just such really as were needed to test both 
of us. Gyalgin came on._ slowly, surely, till we got on to snow that led 
easily to the first pyram1d, about 17;~oo ft., at 9\I5 A.M. Rest, photo
graphs, chupatties. From here one ridge continued, swaying in a. 
fantasy of cornice and leaning rock tower ·straight on towards Trisul. 
No pope there. Ours swung north, over what had appeared the minor 
rocky knobs. rhey were actually a series of towers, rather higher than 
our pyramid, jerking· themselves one after another up to about 18,ooo 
ft. before connecting with the snow ridge that swooped tow3:rds 
Chananian Sankar .. But it still looked an Alpine day, and we started 
along mildly corniced snow crest. The first tower checked us. Gyalgin, 
obviously a far better climber than I by nature, boggled at corpers 
that a Tryfan buttress could make look silly. By the second tower he 
had his r9ck legs; yet it halted us more definitely yet; and a third and 
then a fourth ; . I I. 3 o and the .largest tQ_wer lay still before ; I left him, 

. at lfist happily ensconced, and went on unroped, on over the tower 
until I could see the swoop down of the ridge. It was far too long. We 
must go b.ack, with the achievement of a new and entirely unsuspected 
mountain acquaintance. 'rh~ L6aning Towers gave Alpine climbing· 
of very sufficient difficulty the type, tather, of the Schreckhorn
Lauteraarhorn ridge : they stretched us, and left the jolly peak for 
another day. But we .must return. Perhaps it was the moral effect of 
treading one's steps backwards · especially across rotten couloir per
haps purely Feactiori; I became all incompetence as Gyalgin increased 
in· strength. I was also ·climbing by now in a topee, the only hat I had, 
and a topee on such mountains, besides giving that impression of the 
incongruous for which the Englishman is famed, is of all h_eadwear the 
most improbable for rocks. ·It bumped and swayed :· strap came loose ; 
it came off and vanished at t~e last tower down an iJ?.viting coulo~r. By 
graee ·of God th-is ce>uloir in-vited "'tlS·. too as a means of av-oiding the 
final rise to the first pyramid. We slid down, re.covered the wretched 
object, and traversed . the pyramid to the now slushy ridge of this 
morning. Down its slaty snowiness, with more speed than e~se to the 
little camp, which we packed up as fast as we cou~d, and ~lid down 
qui9kly to a long delicious supper at Bagchor Karak. And here our 
next stroke of luck.· Hail arrived soon .after we got down, and hard rain. 
The next day I walked back over the ridge top, of 14,ooo ft . . Cumber
land-like peaks, and watched the thunder playing with our towers, 
and the new snow sheeting. 

The next item appeared clearly an attack on Chananian Sankar. It 
seemed that one might .get up the valley between its ridge and that of 
Nanda Ghunti. Sutol, at the valley junction, would be the starting 
point, and the all-hospita.ble Subadar Amrau Singh, who inhabits it, 
provided us, among his many benefactions, with a brother to guide. us 

· to the Trisul sanctuary, the basin in which is the glacier that heads 
Nandakganga river. We also bought a sheep, to be slaughtered and 
~aten with high ceremony half way up. The first day was bamboo 
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slogging, but with a semblance of a once trodden track, along the south 
side of the valley. Camp in wild and beautiful jungle, and on the second 
day trackless ; s~itheri~g and swea_ring, through the land of the bamboos, 
into the still more terrible land of rhododendrons. Our guide wavered : 
is there a camping site with water and wood further on, or do we stay ? 
Unfortunately, he spoke very frequently and fluently and entirely un
intell~gibly and anyway had hardly been so far. We went on, until 
barred by the n.9rth ridge of our peak, thrust down like an arm to bar 
entry into the sanctuary. The wood was there. Next day, with small 
tent ·and three porters carrying our chatt~ls, we climbed over the ridge, 
to camp on its sanctuary side at I 3,900 ft. Guide and porters we 

· ordered to return tomorrow, our poor guide reluctant to leave us at 
the last to ourselves. The announcement to his Subadar brother that 
he had lost one captain and one lieutenant would be undignified. But 
they went, and I could get· down to explore the dirty, disappointing 
glacier head, and watch.the boulders pitching from the colossal western 
face of Trisul. It is said that later in the year, when much snow has 
melted, the people congregate at the glacier snout, some from over the 
obvious pass we could see between Trisul and Nanda Ghunti, to wor
ship at the sacred source of the river. Many die, for they have no tents. 
The instinct to kneel down is strong certainly that it can drag men so 
far, and to so muddy and unlikely an object oftheir adoration. Tantum 
religio ... 

Our north ridge had looked easy from the glacier, but we found 
again that the .. Himalay_a are never what they look. It surged upwards, 
the next day, crest on crest preparing to break rockily, until the final 
steep snow cone, c.urving gracefully into space. The towers of it were 
more .than we had bargained for, with Gould unorthodoxly shod, and 
myself having had to descend for the rope, perhaps symptomatically 
.forgotten. We had boiler plate~ of the rotten est, leaning over into 
smaU r<:>ck cornice~ ; · snow, if one were lucky, deep enough-to provide 
for the boiler plates, if one were unlucky, laid thinly alongside, so that 
one must scramble quickly to get up each faster than the covering came 
down. But it was over as quickly as we could do it, until the steep snow 
slog of the last cone. We ploughed up. Unorthodox still, we had only 
lanoline for the face and the worst preed of Japanese goggles for the 
eye. I feared the sun, · but he graciously went in. I feared Gould's 
altitude stomach, which did again play him foul, but which with a 
peppermint, and the assurance that the altimeter was soo ft. wrong, 
decided that it would after all courageously do the deed. And at the 
end, about noon, we arrived at the shapely pointed top~ to watch the 
mist haze ~f all day sweep up, · and D. lot the far sights. We refused to 
return as we had· come. Each minute the sun was stripping the plates 
of their little decency, so that in another week they will lie· bare in all 
loathsomeness. The ridge towards· the towers was attractive, but too 
long. Luckily there was a via media, a broad ridge slanting straight 
glacierward, a ·walk probably in September, now a joyous escape, at 
first with snow· trampling, later in easy glissade straight down a couloir 
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of its flank. We could then skirt the hillside back · again, up dwarf 
juniper to camp and the worried guide, and to the base camp with a 
superb ease, just as the mists really did close in, and this time again in 
earnest of hail, angry thunder and .. rain. Once more we were lucky. 

The rain still threatened next morning, but we started in a fine 
patch, to .be caught again soon, first in the demo!l land of the rhodo
dendrons, .then more solidly in the accursed treacherous land of the 
bamboos. God knows how the D4otiyals could get through it, with the : 
tents too, for ~t ':Vas cutting work much of the way, and their bare f~et 
here for almost the first time out of place. yet at one point they had 
taken a different line, and when we found the~ they were squatted 
under an overhang, with ~ fire made of nothing, happy as lords. We 
slithered past our first camp, to a huge rock which gave room . for a 
tent and even for the killing and slicing. of a~other luxurio~s sheep. 
And the weather cleared, giving. next day a powdered radiance t~ the 
valley head we had passed. 

Here the story proper of an expedition, such as this was, should end. 
Gould had to return, leaving me to waRder for a short time, over 
ridges up to ·14,ooo. ft., along the bottoms of valleys and to the Gohna 
lake, trying ·to grasp some fraction of the experience I .have had. But 
beauty that keeps a man shaking his head and rubbing his eyes becomes 
almost too strong for him, if he is alone, agonising in its impossibility 
of communication ; especially, as I said before, if he should dream. I 
tried to rid myself, ·in. exertion, of torments of the imagination, as I · 
fled Io-fashion the insects that pester the flesh, that allow no man to 
sit and dream his hour on the hill top. But two thoughts, often thought 
before, came back fresh clothed. That mountains are mountains, 
wherever they· are. In early days I used to wriggle in the car to see 
Moelwyn ' change faces ' as we drove from Festiniog to Harlech. I~ 
Garhwal, it was as much joy to see the changing face of Trisul, until 
and after we stood right und~r him. Yet I shall never climb Trisul,. I 
may never s~e him again. Nor~ perhaps,. may I see Tryfan again, whom 
I# have climbed many and many times. Simply to have been with them, 
not necessarily on top of them, is enough. The second facet was of 
contrast. In· the plain~ in May time I had lain, like the &inners of a 
certain pit of Inferno, under my mosquito net until I could bear it no 
longer ; then out for brea~h, until the demon mosquito hooked me 
by the hair. Here the flies that pursued us in the valleys were the sole 
link with that existence. Moving and feeding and sleeping and . 
shivering we were other beings. And perhaps I could not have realised 
the hills so much, without having lived literally in the sweat of my brow, 
these months. The porters, it seemed, could not appreciate ~he glory of 
sunrise, rhythmed swinging of body uphill, simply because it was their 
day's work. Yet to argue the thing too far is like positing the brick 
wall again, on which to beat the head. My only certainty was that of 
Tolstoy's Levin, that the startling thing experienced will not change 
my bt:1sic follies, when I return. I ·have fallen at once into the every 
day life of the P.lains. · The returned warrior will swear no less at the 
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sun~ dust, flies or himself, because of this thing once vi~wed. . Only 
at his few ·higher moments it ·may lend, . possibly, a light that shines 
through the humdrum murk of him, . 

That shall control · 
The courses of his soul 
And give his hand: 
Courage and continence. · 

• 
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ZAGHOU.AN B·Y VEREY LIGHT 
. . 

BY H. W. TILMAN 
• . 

s early as 10 A.M. on the morning· of May 12, 1943, it was clea,r: 
the enemy was going back. Thin· columns of smoke from burning 
·vehicles and mushroom-shaped clouds from. exploding am-

munition dumps could be seen behind his lines. At dawn the regiment 
· had fired a barrage in support of a battalion of the Foreign Legion, 
but now the battle had rolled on an.d, as yet, no orders for us. to advance 
·had come. . 

The trouble was that Zaghouan., the 3900-foot massif which dom-
inated ·the whole battlefield for miles around Pont du Fahs, was .still 
in enemy hands. Two days ago, when we were fighting . south of the 
mountain, it had been almost i_mpossible to ·find a gun position that 
was not in view, and here, on· the north-west side, the country was 
much less favourable_ to concealment. Our coming into action outside 
the village of Depienne had drawn considerable shell-fire, ·probably 
directed from O.Ps. on the lower slopes of Zaghouan. We found a 
wadi deep enough to conceal the guns if not their flash, and any un
necessary movement of vehicles i~ or out of the wadi was discouraged 
by both sides. .Meantime the Frenc4 on our right were· trying to force 
their ~ay along the foot of the mountain to the small town of Zaghouan, 
.but for the last two days the shell-bursts of the 75 mm.'s on the-slopes 
had given no indicati9n of progre~s. . . 

At _last, towards midday, came the welcome order ' Prepare to 
advance. ' Skirting .Depienne, ·the road out of which was mined, we 
had sooh crossed the Zaghouan-Tunis. road and were ascending the 
low hills the French had taken earlier in the day. A couple of long 
Russian 5 cm. anti-tank guns, some wea.pon pits and a machine gun or 
two, marked the first enemy defences. There was no one about, dead 
or living, but a mile or two farther on the scene was lively enough. 
From three Valentine tanks, part of the small · tank force used by the · . 
French in the attack,.. smok~ was ascending cheerfully ; the cre,~s stood 
around discussing the phenomenon. A stream ·of Senegalese infantry · 
and pack mules were moving up. Below, in· a narrow valley, were three 
abandoned field batteries, one of captured 25 pounders, and two 10.5 
cm.: s. The guns had been destroyed, their vehicles were still smoulder-
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